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Abstract

In spoken dialogue systems, sentence verification technique is
very useful to avoid misunderstanding user’s intention by
rejecting out-of-domain or bad quality utterances. However,
compared with word verification and concept verification,
sentence verification has been seldom touched in the past. In
this paper, we propose a sentence verification approach which
uses discriminative features extracted from the edit operation
sequence. Since the edit operation sequence indicates what
kinds of errors (i.e., insertion, deletion and substitution errors)
may occur in the hypothetical concept sequence, it conveys
sentence-level information for evaluating the quality of
system’s interpretation for the user’s utterance. In addition, a
sentence verification criterion concerning precision and recall
rates of hypothetical concepts is also proposed to pursue
efficient and correct spoken dialogue interactions. Compared
with the verification method using acoustic confidence
measure, the proposed approach reduces 17.3% of errors.

1. Introduction

Although speech recognizer provides more and more accurate
recognition, it's still far from perfect. The spontaneous
utterances are usually disfluent, noisy, or out-of-domain.
Errors in recognition are inevitable and, consequently,
degrade the performance of spoken dialogue systems.
Therefore, to detect the errors and then stop the errors
propagating, the mechanism of utterance verification has
become increasingly popular in real-world spoken dialogue
systems recently.

Many researches have been done for verifying utterances
of different grain. Most of them focused on word- and
concept-level verification and have achieved applauded
accuracy in detecting speech recognition errors [1][2][3]. On
the other hand, however, sentence verification is still seldom
touched. One may infer that the sentence verification can be
done by precisely verifying every word/concept in the
utterance. The reality is that in most cases of out-of-domain or
bad quality utterances, even the state-of-the-art word/concept
verification is adopted, unexpected words/concepts are likely
to be accepted. The undesirable action and response due to
the unexpected input would confuse the user and result in
diverse dialogue. Besides, it is clear to decide to accept or
reject the whole utterance if all words/concepts are verified to
be correct or incorrect, however, it is arguable how to make a
good decision if only some words/concepts in the utterance
are incorrect. To reject every utterance with one or few
incorrect words/concepts and ask the user to repeat again and
again results in too lengthy dialogue. On the contrary, to
accept the utterance with too many errors tends to make the
system misunderstand user’s need and, consequently, give an
inappropriate response that would confuse the user. To sum
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efficient interaction.

e proposed sentence verification approach is tested on
tterances collected from a Chinese spoken dialogue

providing off-line delegation service. The
mental results show that the edit operation sequence is
l in sentence verification. Compared to the verification
d using acoustic confidence measure, the accuracy is
ved from 63.8% to 70%, which corresponds to 17.3%
eduction rate.



2. Error-tolerant language understanding

The proposed sentence verification uses the edit operation
sequence generated from the error-tolerant language
understanding model [6]. The central idea of this approach is
using a set of exemplary concept sequences to provide the
clues for detecting and recovering errors. As shown in Figure
1, the error-tolerant language understanding method takes two
steps. First step is to parse the word graph into a concept
graph according to a predefined concept grammar. Then,
checking and editing the concepts by matching the
hypothetical concept graph with the exemplary concept graph.
The exemplary concept graph is generated from the exemplary
concept sequences that are the outcome of parsing the
exemplary sentences collected in the application domain.

In our design, there are four categories of edit operations,
including Insertion, Deletion, Substitution and Acceptance.
An edit operation is denoted as <x,y>, where x is a concept in
the hypothetical concept sequence and y is a concept in the
exemplary concept sequence. The detailed descriptions of edit
operations are shown in Table 1.

A simplified example describes how the error-tolerant
language understanding works. Assume that the user said “tell
me forecast in Taipei tonight” but the speech recognizer mis-
recognize it as “Miami forecast in Taipei tonight”, where
“Miami” is a mis-recognized word. The hypothetical word
sequence can be parsed to the hypothetical concept sequence
“Location Topic Location Date”. The duplicated crucial
concept Location will confuse the system. In the error-tolerant
model, the error can be detected immediately because no path
in the exemplary concept graph is the same as the
hypothetical concept sequence. Then, the most probable
exemplary concept sequence, “Query Topic Location Date”,
is selected as the user’s real intention, and the corresponding
edit operation sequence, substituting the first concept and
accepting the others, is performed to recover the error.
Consequently, the corrected concept sequence makes dialogue
system immune to this recognition error.

In general, the task of understanding user’s utterance can
be formulated as follows.

( )
( )
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( , , , , ) arg max , , , , |

W F C K E
W F C K E P W F C K E U= (1)

where U is the user utterance, W is one possible word
sequence, F is one possible concept parse forest of W, C is the
concept sequence of F, K is one exemplary concept sequence,
and E denotes one edit operation sequence which edits C to K.

( , , , , )W F C K E is the most probable word sequence, concept
parse forest, hypothetical concept sequence, exemplary
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the error-tolerant language
understanding model.
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m is the number of concept in K and ki is the i-th

pt. The score ES is the edit score defined as follows:
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( )Ψ ⋅ is a mapping function to map an edit operation to

tegory, xδ denotes the confidence measure of the

hetical concept x. The first factor on the right hand side
tes that the penalty of a Insertion operation is assigned
ing to its prior probability because there is no

hetical concept associated to Insertion operations. For
her categories of operation, as indicated by the second
, the penalty is assigned according to the confidence
re of the associated hypothetical concept.
dynamic programming procedure is used to find the

matched pair of the hypothetical concept sequence and
emplary concept sequence according to the scoring

on (2). Tested on cellular phone calls, the error-tolerant
improves the precision and recall for 32.2% and 13.7%
tively in terms of error reduction rate in comparison
he concept bigram model.

3. Sentence verification and criterion

error-tolerant language understanding model achieves
understanding performance, sentence verification is

Table 1: Description of edit operation <x,y>.

Condition Category Description
, yε ε≠ Insertion Insert y
,yε ε= Deletion Delete x
, ,y x yε ε≠ ≠ Substitution Substitute x with y
, x yε = Acceptance Take x



indispensable for spoken dialogue systems. Considering an
out-of-domain utterance "will Los Angeles Lakers win
Houston Rockets tomorrow" for weather forecast system, its
recognition word graph contains the best hypothesis of "will
Los Angeles late wind Houston rain needs tomorrow". For the
best hypothesis, the error-tolerant model matches the
exemplary concept sequence "Query Location Topic Date"
with the edit operation sequence of accepting the concepts of
"will", "Los Angeles", "rain", "tomorrow" and deleting the
other concepts. Thus, the user's intention is extracted as "will
Los Angeles rain tomorrow" and the probability of rain in Los
Angeles will be replied. A reply that system cannot handle the
request will be better if the sentence can be verified.

3.1. Sentence verification with edit operation sequence

Take the above out-of-domain example. The user's real
intention is distorted by applying many Deletion operations.
The other example mentioned in section 2, the erroneous
recognition output is corrected by applying many Acceptance
operations with one Substitution operation. Edit operation
sequences should convey useful information to verify
sentences based on these observations.

In the error-tolerant approach, the input utterance is
interpreted by finding the most probable word sequence,
concept parse forest, hypothetical concept sequence,
exemplary concept sequence and edit operation sequence as
formulated in (1). Thus, in addition to the total score of
formula (2), the edit operation sequence can be taken as an
indicator of overall interpretation quality for the input
utterance. Moreover, as shown in equation (5), the selection
of edit operation is dependent on the confidence measure of
edited concept. If the confidence measure is high, the
probability of selecting Acceptance operation is greater than
the probability of selecting the other operations and it makes
the corresponding concept tend to be retained. Otherwise, the
probability of Deletion operation is greater and it makes the
corresponding concept tend to be deleted [6]. Thus, the entire
interpretation is unreliable if the edit operation sequence
contains many edit operations except Acceptance.

In our design, the interpretation of user’s utterance is
verified by feeding a classification model with the features
extracted from edit operation sequence. The classification
model is responsible for cast the given feature vector into one
of the two categories: acceptance and rejection. In this paper,
the Support Vector Machine (SVM) is adopted as our
classifier for its greater ability to generalize comparing to
other statistical classification models [7].

The input of SVM is a scalar feature vector and the output
is a scalar indicator for two classes such as 1 and -1. Thus, the
edit operation sequence has to be transformed to a scalar
feature vector as the input of SVM. It is infeasible to directly
use the whole edit operation sequence as a feature. Therefore,
we decompose the whole sequence into n-gram fragments,
including bigrams, trigrams, and four-grams. Then, the
following three scores are computed.
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n is the number of edit operations in the edit operation
nce, ei is the i-th edit operation, (.)AP indicates the

bility trained with the utterances that should be accepted.
ise, the other three scores ,1 ,2 ,3, ,R R Rs s s are also

ted by using the utterances that should be rejected.

entence verification criterion

dition to a classification model that can classify the
ted and the rejected precisely, the sentence verification
on is critical to the efficiency and correctness of
ues. A strict criterion that rejects every utterance with
r few incorrect words/concepts results in too lengthy
ue. On the contrary, a looser criterion that accepts the
nce with too many errors tends to make the system
derstand user’s need and, consequently, give an
opriate response that would confuse the user.
e design of verification criterion bases on the concept
losing information is more tolerable than

derstanding for spoken dialogue systems. The former
be recovered by the following turns but the latter could
y the dialogues. Besides, losing too much information
ndicates less reliability. Based on this criterion, two
ties are referred as indicators, the precision rate and the
rate that represent the correctness and completeness of

standing respective. Higher precision and recall
ement means a stricter criterion with more false alarms.
e other hand, lower precision and recall requirement
uces more false accept. In this paper, the interpretation

utterance is accepted only if the precision rate of
hetical concepts is 100% and the recall rate is more than
That means the utterance is accepted if there is no
derstanding and at least three out of five concepts that
tracted correctly; otherwise, it is rejected.

4. Experiments and Discussions

roposed sentence verification is tested on a corpus
ted by our Chinese spoken dialogue system that
es off-line delegation services [8], such as morning call,

der, etc. A task assignment utterance will contain a time
sion or a condition expression, and the content of the

such as "call me and tell me the weather in Taipei at
o'clock in the weekend" or "call me when the price of
soft is down below forty dollars". Actually, the query
ces this system needs to understand are much more
icated than those faced by the systems provide weather
ation or stock information [9]. The experiment data
ts of 2,211 utterances made by wired phone calls
ted by the delegation dialogue system. These utterances
e divided into two subsets. The first subset is named
ormed set, which consists of 1,630 utterances that can
rsed into one of the exemplary concept sequences.
er subset is called ill-formed set, which consists of 591
nces that must be edited according to the selected edit
ion sequences. Because there is no discriminative



information of edit operation sequence for all Acceptance
sequence, the experiment is conducted on the ill-formed set.

In the experiment, four different models are evaluated to
show their capabilities to verify sentence. The first model,
named NV (no verification), is a dummy model that accepts
all utterances without verifying. The second model, named
CM model, assesses the interpretation reliability of an
utterance by using the sentence confidence measure, which
defined as the average acoustic confidence measure of
hypothetical concepts. Sub-word verification approach [1] is
used to provide the acoustic confidence measure for the word
sequence in a concept. The third model, named ED model, is
the proposed verification model adopting only feature vector
of six n-gram features of the edit operation sequence. The
forth model, named ED+CM model, is the proposed
verification model adopting the sentence confidence measure
of CM model as a feature in addition to the features of ED
model.

The v-fold cross validation method [10] is used to reduce
the error of performance assessment. The ill-formed set are
randomly cast into 5 subsets (i.e., v is set to 5). Each subset is
comprised of 118 or 119 utterances. A total of 5 simulations
are conducted. Every simulation holds out one particular
subset for testing and uses the other 4 subsets for training.

The classifier is built with a popular and efficient Support
Vector Machine package, libsvm [11]. In this package, there
are several useful tools to tune the performance of SVM
classifier: a re-scaling tool that helps to re-scale the features in
a certain range; a model selection tool that helps to select the
combination of model parameters. By using these tools, the
features of ED model and ED+CM model are re-scaled to the
range of (1,-1) first, and then, the model with parameters, the
cost of 4 and radial basis kernel function with gamma of 1, is
used as our classifier.

The performances of different models are compared in
terms of the error rate of classification. Table 2 lists the error
rates of the four models. The error reduction rates listed in the
last column are obtained with respect to the error rate of NV
model. The experimental results show that the sentence
verification is useful in the ill-formed utterances. The simplest
CM model gets an error reduction rate of 28.7% comparing to
the do-nothing NV model. Even the CM model achieves a
great gap from NV model, the proposed ED model still
outperforms the CM model for an extra error reduction rate of
8.9%. This result shows that the information of edit operation
sequence is really helpful in verifying ill-formed utterances.
The best performance comes from ED+CM model, the error
reduction rates of 41% and 17.3% compared to NV model
and CM model respectively.

5. Conclusions

For robust spoken dialogue systems, sentence verification is
indispensable to verify out-of-domain or bad quality
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Table 2: The error rates and error reduction rates of
different verification models.

Model Error Rate Error Reduction Rate
NV 49.2% –
CM 36.2% 28.7%
ED 33.0% 35.0%
ED+CM 30.0% 41.0%
nces. In this paper, novice sentence-level information of
peration sequence is used in the proposed sentence
ation method. The edit operation sequence generated
error-tolerant language model is used to correct the
in the hypothetical concept sequence. The less reliable

pts tend to be removed in the model. Thus edit
ion sequence is taken as sentence-level evidence for
ting the quality of system’s interpretation. Besides, a
ce verification criterion is also proposed in order to
ve efficiency and correctness of spoken dialogue
s. The criterion requires 100% precision and 60%

of concept sequence to prevent accepting
derstood utterance but allow recovering the lost
ation in the following turns. Using support vector

ne as the classifier, the proposed sentence verification
s 17.3% errors comparing to the verification using

tic confidence measure.
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